Abstract. 2014 We show that, within the chemically ordered network approximation, simple relationships exist between connectivity and dimensionality of subnetwork of amorphous covalent alloys. We then rapidly discuss the existence of a concentration threshold for the presence of infinite cluster of identical atoms.
Lucovsky [1] have presented a method for systematically describing local order in amorphous covalent alloys A, -xBx. They specify the network structure in four stages : the coordination number at each atomic site, the distribution of different bond types AA, AB, BB, the symmetry of local molecular environments and the topological rules for the network connectivity. The If the alloy is homogeneous we can suppose that the connectivity is nearly the same everywhere. We then define the extended dimensionality dxx, using the (averaged) coordination numbers Cxx by :
As we shall see, this dimensionality dxx corresponds, when it takes integer values, to the real dimension of the subnetwork of the homogeneous alloy which follows the ideal CO model. So, using relations (1) and (2) (Fig. 1) . Furthermore it is impos- 
